Improving sensing and detection performance in subcutaneous monitors.
Implantable loop recorders (ILRs) are used for continuous assessment of patients at risk for syncope and arrhythmia. Device accuracy depends on appropriate sensing of the patient's electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. However, current methods for sensing cardiac electrical activity rely on simple threshold detectors that are computationally efficient but nonspecific. We test the hypothesis that better ILR implant positions will increase detection accuracy. Ten healthy subjects were studied as they assumed 12 different postures. Body surface potential map (BSM) recordings were used to estimate bipolar R-wave amplitudes for 64 potential implant sites at 360 orientations per site. Optimal sites were identified as the combination of position and orientation that consistently gave the largest signal and the lowest variability during posture changes. Results showed that posture impacts the R-wave amplitude in both BSM and derived bipolar ECGs in healthy subjects. Specific postures are associated with significant drops in R-wave signal amplitude that could cause loss of signal detection in ILRs, especially in positions likely to displace the diaphragm. R-wave changes occurred abruptly as posture was changed. Optimal implant locations cluster near the center of the chest, aligned with the cardiac axis, consistent with the steeper isoelectric gradients known to be associated with these positions.